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'No Crystal Stair': Shaping the Multicultural Vision in Corporate America
A Talk at the Asian American and Pacific Islanders
in Philanthropy National Conference, October 22, 1993
PALMER
HOUSE HOTEL
'
CHICAGO ILLINOIS
by
.

PREXY NESBITT

I have been asked to both moderate and be a presenter in this panel on the "Role of
Asian Americans in a Multicultural Society." I apologize that you will be doubly
burdened with me and hope that it doesn't mean I will do a half good job as the
moderator and another half good job as a presenter. Permit me to now take off both my
moderator and John D. and Catherine T. caps and replace them with some comments as
a thirty year (old) activist and student of social change.
As we approach this critical topic for today's forum, let us take a few minutes to look
over the terrain- the historical and socio-economic circumstances- in which we seek to
discuss the contribution which Asian/Pacific Americans to the creation of a multicultural
vision in the United States.
• Racial and ethnic conflict today occur in aan epoch of intense and profound political
reaction. On the individual level , this proclination towards reaction is sustained by the
wide-spread and constant sense of economic insecurity and fear for one's physical safety.
It is a period where increasingly , the average American's mood( especially white males)
was perceptively appropriated and reflected in conservative Republican Pat Buchanan's
speech to the 1992 Republican National Convention when he said: "it's time to take back
our cities and our culture and our country block-by-block!" In short, the 1990's are a time
of xenophobia,homophobia,wife-battering,child abuse,anti-immigrant anger and racism.
• It is now a truism that need not be repeated that beginning in the year 2000, in large
parts of this country, we will "neutralize" the term "minority" and people of color will be
in the process of becoming the dominant population group in this country.
• Both the national and global growths in racism and ethnic conflict have already been
commented upon in this conference. Racism and ethnic tension per se are not new in
this world. The distinguishing feature of the current racism and racial/ class tension may
well be its violence and the· extent to which young people, often children, are its
instruments--both as victims, especially women, and perpetrators, largely men
(Illustrating this point, I think there is a relationship between the creation of a climate
of class and racial violence and the incidence of rape in South Africa and the
United States.. In South Africa the country with the world's highest rape rate - 1992
,390,000 reported rapes-there are an average of 20,000 people murdered every year or
an average of 54.6 per day!!).

• Another feature of the terrain in which we wrestle with this issue is that despite the
popular projection (e.g. the way the Los Angeles crisis was and is depicted, you would
swear it was only concerning a situation in which young, black men were dragging whites
out of their cars and trucks) race and racism in the United States is not simply a black
and white made-for- Hollywood interaction.
,.
Race and racism in the United States is not simply a Black versus White affair, but
involves relations between and amongst various population groups largely including, but
not limited to: Whites, American Indians, Puerto Ricans, Pacific Islanders, African
Americans (Blacks), Asian Americans (Asians), Mexican Americans (Other Latinos).
It is my contention that race and racism in the USA are shaped by the inter-action of all
these groupings and not simply by the (admittedly critical) encounter between Blacks
and Whites. Or as Japanese-American ethnic studies Professor Ronald Takaki asserts in
his recent book, Iron Cages: Race and Culture in 19th Century America, "... the reality ofWhite America's experience was· dynamically multiracial. What Whites did to one racial
group had direct consequences for others."
I ask that we approach today with a combined sense of history and an enhanced knack
for socio-economic analysis. In order to do that it necessarily entails revising the history
that we've been taught and thinking about that history in some new and different ways.
Is it mere coincidence, for instance, that the late 1870's in the Western United States was
a period of lynchings and beating of Chinese mine and railroad workers (and Chinese
prostitutes) and that the 1882-1927 period witnessed, ·according to historian Manning
Marable, "over 5,000 Black Americans lynched and publicly burned"? I think not.
Rather, I think that these events followed so closely upon each other because, as acts of
racially-based oppression, they were rooted in the profound economic and political
transformations taking place in America at that time and an attendant atmosphere of
fear and insecurity.
• The US system of social and class relations is masterful at dividing us. "So what else is
new?" my father and uncles might then say. The McDonalds/Disneyland machinery is
by definition the supreme and sublime power at "divide and rule." Just as it is ingenious
at coopting or repackaging and thus negating serious and transformative initiatives. US
mass media structures play a cxritical role herein. The television projected image of
Korean-Americans arming themselves to the max to protect their shops has contributed a
profoudn blow to any efforts at Afro-Korean ,probably Afro-Asian, relations in this
country. Similarly, the constant projection of Asian Americans as the "model
minority"has served in part to help cutoff the Asian American community from other
communities of color and struggle.
• Lastly, we discuss this subject in a period that is characterized by intense political
struggles as well as reaction and repression. Be it over issues of environmental racism or
the right of immigrant women workers to unionize or urban youth seeking to end
spiralling patterns of drugs and guns.there is confrontation and engagement taking place
all over the world.
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What I am attempting to say with these preliminary remarks is that all these aspects are
part of what necessarily shapes and conditions our lives. A shooting takes place.
Someone is killed. Someone has done the killing. Someone has to pay for the burial .
The survivors have to continue,feeding themselves;coping with the grief. So many people
these days have to cope with violence and death as P'\ft of their everyday lives. This
reality, these real problems become the essence of what we have to work with in making
change and in improving our lives.
Thus, as we discuss multiculturalism in America, we must remind ourselves that both our
visions and our strategies are nestled within specific historical and economic realities.
The .Dr. Martin Luther King construction was and is a dream. Not a vision, a dream.
And like all dreams we have to wake up from them,sometimes gradually,sometimes
joltingly.
No Single lesson is more clear, from World War II through the civil rights and anti-war
struggles, than the lesson that our vision cannot be simply integrating ourselves into the
Marlboro Man's moribund, collapsing, decadent, quintessenti~ly violent and
penultimately acquisitive sodety. The vision must include a foretaste of a reconstructed
and resurrected United States. Let me say it more clearly. The 1960's civil rights
' paradigm of getting our slice of the pie or getting our people into
corporate/philanthropic boards and staffs has not worked, is not working, will not work,
was never intended to work and is woefully inadequate to the globally integrated,
inextricably interlinked challenges before us in today's world. We cannot possibly enter
into the promised land separately. It is only together as a united force that we can
demand our just and full participation. Today's politics of exclusivity-Integrattd?Maybe. Black? Maybe. Asian? Maybe. Latino? Maybe. American Indian?
Maybe--must yield to the politics of inclusivity
Is this a radical vision, perhaps too radical a vision for you? I cannot say that. Only you
can. Today is a moment for courageous and bold commitments. The vision of a nonsexist, non-racist, just, inclusive and providing USA is there, is being steadily forged out
of years of struggle--not just in the USA, but world wide.
What are the contributions which Asian Americans can bring to shaping that vision?
First, I think you have to buy into it (for some of you it is undoubtedly just" that vision
thing"). Ultimately, only you can say what you are willing to bring to the enterprise. I
do know this (and a few other things), though. If the USA operates on and is dependent
upon the voluntary apartheid which characterizes our own race, ethnic, and class
relations (at least as much as those we have with the dominant group) then it says to me
that we've got to implement some programs and attitudes that get us working, thinking,
acting and even living together in a new way with a new unity. For example, let us
continue this process begun today with this panel by instituting organizationally an
ongoing AAPIP / ABFE study group on race and racism or on racism and philanthropy.
In a recent speech Cornell West points out that the subject of race needs our ongoing
attention. He said in a keynote to a New York City conference this February:

I"

I
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No one I know has an understanding of the full complexity of racism.
We know it has something to do with the control of labor. We know it
has something to do with psycho-sexual and psycho-cultural processes.
We know it has something to do with issues of beauty. We know it has
something to do with issues of purity and impur,ity. All of these factors
feed into this multilayered,complex phenomenon called racism.
So to talk about race is not to talk about prejudice. Race is a modern
construct that has been institutionalized in the basic, visceral forms of
acculturation in the modern world. Institutionalized such that the control
• of bodies and the degradation of bodies, especially black and brown and
yellow and red bodies, has been at the very center of how modern persons
have understood themselves.
Secondly, we've got to go to basics. Learn how we love one another, about our
weddings, our music, our songs, our poetry- our funerals. We've got to learn and relearn each other. Including challenging the racism and sexism we have towards each
other amongst our own people. We must begin teaching our children how to drum
together, sing together, dance together,and love together. Thirdly, we've got to form
some serious and transformative-type political coalitions; coalitions that risk. Fourthly,
together we've got to create some new economic constellations that operate on some
new and different premises--other than CDC's and franchising.If it is a question of lack
of capital and a need for small business loans,let's see if we can get some joint BlackKorean business ventures with those with the most putting up the most. If it is an issue
of environmental racism, then together we work on that. If the issue is gay bashing or
domestic violence, we work on that. If you go to so-called Chinatown tonight here in
Chicago, first go east of it, cross through the tunnel and as you eat think about some
schemes to forge, some new patterns of economic cooperation between these two
communities that currently coexist on a quasi- wartime basis. Only we can do that. The
Daley Administration won't and as of today, grants from foundations won't either.
Lastly, we must bring in the now- dominant group, as well. The vision that I and
growing numbers of other are talking about is a consistent, principled, unitary one. It's
not about being one way when whites a~e present and another way when they are not.
Some of us last night at dinner said almost joyfully, "there's only one White man here." I
was saddened by that fact and that comment. If we've got to bring many white folk-especially white men over 50--along kicking and screaming to new ways of viewing the
world and themselves then we need to gear up to do it because we're all,, repeat all, in
this thing together. And what's at stake is the veritable survival of this country. It's not
just a question of do(ing) the right thing as Aretha Franklin used to put it. It's not
merely attaining "diversity" for the sake of attaining "diversity"--the new US corporate
credo. Much more is at stake. Some of which has to do with some events down the road
that could make Los Angeles, 1992 look pre-schoolish.

I must close, my friends. After all, these were meant to be" some brief comments" by the
moderator. But I wanted to close thanking you all. Sometime earlier this fall, entertainer
Harry Belafonte was interviewed by the New York Times .I read the piece yesterday.
Your conducting this conference has served as a much-needed antidote to a sobering
but woefully accurate observation that Mr. Belafonte imparted. In the interview he
reminisced about a discussion he had with Dr. Martin Luther King one week prior to his
assassination. Dr. King was speculating about whether Black Americans were in effect
integrating themselves into "a burning house." According to the interview, Mr. Belafonte
conaurred with the late civil rights leader saying, "We're in a struggle for the soul of this
country. We're in a struggle for America's moral center. And unless that can be made
straight, I'm not too sure any of the other battles are winnable .... " "We will ultimately
arrive," concludes Mr. Belafonte in the interview "at a place, I think, where there will just
be an explosion because despair will be so vast among so many .... "

